


(Jesus speaking:) The children of David have become the brides of Jesus. They have been 
set free to love Me intimately, wildly, wholeheartedly, with utter abandonment, without 
restraint, without limit. As the heat of their passion abounds, so do My blessings abound. As 
they pour forth their hearts and their desire and their longing for Me without limit, so do I open 
the windows of Heaven and pour out a blessing to them that is without limit. 
 There is nothing that I won't do for the children of David, because they please Me so. I 
am mad with love for these, My sexy, hot young brides! Because they have been willing and 
had faith to receive the truth about My desire for them, My desire to love them and fuck them 
and become one with them, so have I been able to honor this faith and pour forth to them 
abundantly, without reservation, of the truth of Heaven. 
 Their greatest blessing and reward for loving Me intimately and coming to My bed of 
love to revel in pleasure and ecstasy is that I have poured forth to them the treasures of Heaven 
that none other on Earth has partaken of. They are rich beyond any people on the face of the 
Earth! Their wealth is beyond description! They are millionaires and billionaires in the Spirit 
because they receive in such abundance--I give even more than they can receive--of the gold 
and precious jewels from My Heavenly mines. 

Deep truth have I given unto the children of David because they have manifested such 
deep faith. Their willingness to say yes to My desire, to receive Me and humble themselves and 
disrobe before Me and make passionate love, opens the very vaults of Heaven! And God the 
Father, the Holy Spirit and great multitudes of Heavenly helpers began to pour forth the riches 
of Heaven as they have never been poured forth before. The riches of Heaven had been waiting 
in reserve, waiting only for those who were worthy, those who deserved such honor. 
 It was My responsibility, My part to put forth My requests--to open My arms, to beckon 
you, to call you to come into My bed of love, to be wed with Me, to become one with Me. And 
it was your responsibility, your part to simply say yes and obey in love and humility. Then that 
put the wheels in motion for you to receive the abundant riches that are now yours for the 
taking because you are My wife, My Bride. What is Mine is yours. Now all the secrets of Heaven 
and the universe are open to you, and all the wealth of Heaven is at your fingertips. You have 
but to ask and you will receive. 
 Because you, the children of David, were willing to receive the shocking truth of My 
need for you and My love for you and My desire to be wed to you and to become one with you, 
so were the gates of Heaven opened to you, that you might be able to see in freely and partake 
of all that is there. 
 This was a test, a requirement, a challenge to the children of David. If you as a whole 
would be willing to accept the deep, radical, revolutionary new truth of the "Loving Jesus" 
revelation, then would be given into your hands the keys to the truth of the universe. The God 
of the universe was testing you, and you have passed the test! Now you have entered a new 
era in which you are given more deep truths of the Spirit. You have proven yourselves worthy 
of such honor and privilege, and now all Heaven rejoices at your yieldedness! Great preparation 
is made for the pouring forth of the Words of truth and revelation that will come to Queen 
Maria and King Peter. This is the greatest reward of the children of David. (1) 
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(Prophecy:) Oh My children, so do I love your love for Me, and so do I pour forth My 

Love upon you. For you bring unto Me great pleasure when you stop and take time to love Me, 
to kiss Me, to caress Me, to praise Me, when you call unto Me, when I hear the words of love 
that you speak unto Me, and when we love together; for it is as the pleasure of when two 
become one. As it brings you great pleasure to be one with another, so it brings Me pleasure to 
be one with you. 
  I need your love and your loving. For though I am King of all the universe, of all things, 
and even beyond, I cannot have your love unless you give it to Me, for I have made it this way. 
For I am as a King Who has multitudes at My beck and call. To one I can say, "Do this," and it is 
done; and to another, "Do that," and it is done.--For I am the Maker of all things, the Creator of 
all things, the God of all things. But in this I have limited Myself, for I do not make My children 
love Me; they have choice. I have the desire that they would love Me, and I long for it, that they 
would love Me. Thus I find great pleasure in those that love Me, for it fills My need to be loved 
by My children. 
 Oh what tenderness I feel, what acceptance, what joy, when you call unto Me and when 
you say to Me, "I love You, I want You, I desire You, come in unto me!" For there are so few, so 
very, very few who feel this way about Me. Yet I would that all My children would feel this way, 
and would call unto Me in this way. 
 Knowing how I feel, can you not see why I have such great anticipation, knowing that 
My children will love Me in the manner in which I wish to be loved? So it is with great joy in My 
heart that I come to you and thank you for your willingness to love Me in the way that I wish to 
be loved, and for teaching My children to do the same. For though I have many, many, many 
friends, those that are very close and dear, those that hold Me dear, that speak to Me, that 
pour out their hearts to Me, that do My will, that serve Me, and that love Me, I have so few 
lovers. 
 But these, My children, shall be that sexy Bride that David has spoken of!--For they are 
ready, they are prepared, they are seeking, and they are wanting a closer connection, a more 
intimate relationship with Me. I have put it in their hearts to desire this thing, and I am 
preparing their hearts through the Words that I have spoken through you. 
 Oh, the great joy that they shall have for loving Me! Oh, the great blessings and rewards 
that they shall have for loving Me! I wish all My children to love this way, but they will not. But 
the children of David shall love this way, for they are willing to humble themselves. They are 
already lowly, they are meek and humble in heart; they are not rich and increased with goods. 
They already show Me great, great love in their obedience, in their hunger for Me, in their 
hunger for My Word, and in their yieldedness to do that which I have said in My Word. So I 
greatly honor them and greatly love them, and I know they greatly love Me, so I pour forth My 
new Love upon them. 
 As they yield to My request for their love, so will I yield to their requests, and so will I 
answer their prayers, their needs and their desires in an even greater way. For now I test and I 
purge, and there be many that struggle; but in that day, they shall know that it has been worth 
the fight, and I will bless them in great abundance for their love for Me, the King Who has 
everything, but Who seeks to be loved! (End of prophecy.) (2) 
 



(Prophecy:) Have I not said that the just shall live by faith? My children throughout all 
ages have had to live by faith, to follow Me by faith. When I called them to go out and leave 
lands, they had to go by faith.  They asked, "Why?  Why should we leave?"  But they 
obeyed and they followed by faith.  For this is pleasing to Me.--Faith and obedience.  Did I 
not say that there are many things that I have to reveal unto you but you cannot bear them 
yet?  There are still many things, as I bring you closer to the Heavenly realm and to the 
Heavenly Kingdom. 
 For who can understand faith? Who can explain faith?  And this is what is pleasing to 
Me, faith in Me.  You believe in Me by faith.  You have everlasting life by faith.  There is a 
Heavenly Kingdom by faith.  There is a crown for you by faith.  And blessed are those eyes 
that see by faith and that require not a sign. 
 For I knew these things would be hard, but I also knew I could reveal them to My 
children, the children of David. I share these things out of love and the desire for a closer 
relationship with you.--Not to push you away or to distance you, but so that we can be even 
closer and more intimate and share all things. 
 I knew it would be hard.  I have asked you to praise Me, and even that is hard 
sometimes.  Is it easy for you to go unto the hard fields and sow the seed?  No, it is difficult; 
but you do it out of love for Me and obedience.  Because of the hindrances of the flesh, the 
things of the Spirit are sometimes difficult to understand.  That is why you must have faith and 
drink in and swallow and receive, little by little, drop by drop, step by step, and follow Me by 
faith. 
 Many of My disciples turned away and followed Me no more, because they did not see 
with the eyes of the Spirit, but tried to understand it in the flesh.  But I am preparing My 
children for the future, for living in the realm of the Spirit.  I am giving them tests now, in 
preparation for the grades they will need to graduate from in the future.  And you cannot skip 
grades or jump grades; you must pass one grade at a time. 
 But I am pleased with you, My children, who have been faithful, and have been 
obedient, and have followed Me by faith, the children of faith.  And I know you will continue 
to follow by faith! 
 I love to be with you--while you are eating, or while you are playing, or while you are on 
get-out, or while you are working, because I love you and desire to be closer to you and you to 
Me, so that we can be one. 
 But how can we be one?  This is by faith and must be seen with the eyes of the Spirit.  
So fear not, worry not.  Do not worry about the future or the opinions of men, just look to Me 
and love Me in obedience and in faith and I will see you through.  For the carnal mind is at 
enmity with Me.  Do not worry, and do not allow the Enemy to build walls or partitions. For I 
desire to be closer and not more distant, to be even more one! 
 So worry not and doubt not and fret not, but simply accept by faith.  For this is 
pleasing to Me--the eyes of faith and the acceptance of faith.  I will reward you with the 
desires of your heart, a closer relationship with Me as a result of your faith. (End of prophecy.) 
(3) 
 

(Jesus speaking:) But who will listen? Who will receive this new power? Yea, I say unto 
you, only the children of David!  For there are none other that are open and ready and willing 



to receive these seeds of life and this Truth!  So I reveal it unto you, for I shall give you great 
strength and great power. 
 As you preach this message and share this news, some others will listen and understand 
and will know and will learn and will grow and be strengthened because of it. But they are few, 
few in number. 
 As the darkness comes, I will empower them too, but not with the great power that I 
will give unto the children of David for their obedience, but mostly for their love unto Me that 
they will show, and yea, they have shown. For the children of David have proven themselves 
faithful and loyal unto Me and willing to sacrifice and to die daily for Me, that I can pour forth 
upon them in great abundance this great measure of power and love that I have for them, that 
they may use it greatly in the times to come. 
 So rejoice!  Rejoice, I say, rejoice in this wonderful gift that I give unto you!  A 
wonderful gift!  A gift that I have given unto you! 
 I am revealing this unto you alone and I am pulling back the veil of My Word on that 
which was written by My servant David, to give you a greater understanding and a fuller 
knowledge of what I meant.  For the time was not then, but the time is now, for we enter into 
the dark days, the days coming when there shall be gross darkness upon the people and upon 
the Earth.  But you shall be a gleaming light, a light of love!--A light of strength and power and 
of My Words.  As the darkness grows, the light shall shine brighter, yea, brighter I say! 
 There will be those who will listen unto you that are not of you, and they will have faith 
and it will draw them closer unto Me. But because of the great obedience of the children of 
David, and their great love for Me, and their great sacrifice, and their years, yea, years of 
faithfulness, so will I pour forth upon them in greater measure!--Greater than I have ever 
poured forth upon this Earth and upon My children in any times past. For now is the time that 
the power is needed and the strength is needed and the light is needed. 
 And as My children learn to love Me, to draw upon My strength, to put Me first, to call 
unto Me and to desire Me, so shall I pour forth unto them in great abundance all that they 
need, for I shall care for them as a king cares for his bride, his queen. I will pour forth great love 
and great anointing and great provision and great protection, for you shall need all of these 
things. And you shall know that you are the delight of your King and your Savior and your Lover 
and your Strength. And for this delight that you bestow upon Me, so shall I delight to give you 
all the desires of your heart, all the power that you need and all the strength that you seek. 
 I will bestow much, much love upon you for your humility, for your willingness and your 
yieldedness, for your faith and for your love, for I know that you truly love Me, and I am well 
pleased in you. 
 So sing a song!  Sing a song of love unto Me!  Sing a song of rejoicing! Sing a song of 
praise!  And I will sing a song for you, a song of the showers of My blessing. (End of prophecy.) 
(4) 
 

(Jesus speaking:) As a bridegroom looks forward to the day of his marriage, so I look 
forward to the day when My children will call unto Me in a new way, and will cry out to Me in 
desire. And oh, I shall rejoice! And oh, I shall be glad! I will shout with great joy! I will burst forth 
with great love! And I will bestow My gifts upon My children for their great love for Me. For 
they will be giving and giving and giving unto Me, and I will be giving and giving and giving unto 



them. This is the beginning of a great new marriage, and My Bride shall rejoice in the ecstasies 
of My Love! They shall be exceeding glad at the fruits of My Love, and they will be grateful to 
you for your faith and your faithfulness, and for your great love for Me. 
 The world and the church are going to stand back in awe, and they are going to scoff 
and say, "The children haven't changed!" But I say unto you, the children have changed, 
because they are no longer children, they are brides! They are going to be experienced lovers, 
and they are going to revel in the ecstasies of My Love! 
 So come, let us love together! Let us revel together! For you are My Bride and I am your 
Husband, and the bed of our marriage is undefiled. And as the husband and the wife learn the 
ways of love together, and as they discover new and exciting things to do one to another, so 
shall we learn new ways to excite one another, and to pour forth to one another, and to show 
one another great love. Oh, what a marriage! Oh, what a loving! Oh, what a time we shall have 
together, My Bride and Me! And, oh, what love we shall have, and what love we will show the 
world together. 
 So prepare yourself, the Bridegroom cometh! Trim your lamps, yea, trim your lamps and 
be ready and waiting! We shall have a great feast and we shall have great love, and we shall 
have a great, great, great big orgy together! This is My call to all the young virgins: Come, come, 
come! Come unto Me. I want to marry you. I want you in the bed of My Love. Come, I say, come 
unto Me! Do not think, "Oh, there are so many," for you are all one. I love each of you, and I 
will ravish each of you, and I will ravish all of you! And we shall rejoice together in a great love 
one for another! 
 So I'm coming!--And it's coming!--And you'll be coming!--And we'll all be coming 
together! So come! Come unto Me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you 
rest--rest in the bed of My Love. And through this rest and through this love there will be great 
strength and great fruit. For soon we will be naked together in the bed of love! So hear My call 
and heed My call. Be ready! (End of prophecy.) (5) 
 

Many shall see that the children of David are the Brides of Christ who are willing to love 
no matter what the cost. And because of this, they shall receive My Spirit in a new and greater 
way, and they shall accomplish more with effortless ease. For the Spirit of God shall do their 
bidding, because they do the bidding of the Spirit of God. (End of prophecy.) (6) 

 
  (Jesus speaking:) I have said that the love of many will grow cold in the Last Days. Man 
will do that which is unseemly and against My Law of Love. There will be a hardening of man's 
heart toward the pure love of My Spirit and the normal Godly love of a man and a woman. Man 
will create more and more abominations of science. 
  He's started with seemingly innocent means, such as creating babies outside of the 
womb, but from there is moving into trying to create human tissue, human transplants, and 
human clones. All of this is the way of the world and prepares the way for the Antichrist and his 
followers. The Antichrist himself will not desire the love of a woman. 
  Thus I'm preparing My children to be a window to My Spirit, a window to My love, to 
show the world the true beauties of Godly, loving sex, and normal, natural, loving, affectionate 
relationships without the worldly spirit of the Enemy. 
  The sexual nature of the Loving Jesus revelation is important, because the Devil is 



against Godly sex, good spiritual sex, and is trying to destroy it. He wants to destroy people's 
belief and participation in any form of Godly sex. He would pervert that which is good and 
persuade people to follow him and his manner of destructive, selfish, lustful, perverted 
sex--even Satanic sex. 
  Only those who are strong in the spirit and strong in My ways, strong through practicing 
loving Me intimately and living the Law of Love, will be able to instruct many in the days to 
come. Many will be confused through the powerful influence of the media, through the 
testimonies of the Devil's children, through the laws of man, through the Antichrist spirit which 
will influence the world. They will not clearly see right from wrong and will need a standard 
bearer. They'll need to see clearly what you, the children of David, can show them through your 
untainted beliefs in truly loving sexual experiences, both with one another through normal 
sexual relationships, and with Me in the spirit. 
  Though the world might think it strange that you have sex with Me in the spirit and that 
you declare this openly, the day will come when many will turn to you for anything that is pure 
and that is from Heaven. When they see the destruction that the Antichrist will loose upon the 
Earth, they will turn to those who have spoken of loving sex with Me and with each other, 
seeking an escape from the Enemy's perversion and horror. Many will believe, and many will 
receive the good and the truth. 
  Practicing loving, Godly sex is a yielding to My Spirit. It's humbling, surrendering, and 
yielding yourselves to one another and to Me. The more My children yield and surrender to one 
another, the more I will use it to help them to continue to yield and surrender to My will. It 
helps My children to stay soft and flexible in My hands, as a piece of clay that I can easily shape 
and mold according to My will, because they've been under the sweet heat of My love, the 
loving heat of sex and lovemaking in the flesh and in the spirit. 
  Sex is more than a physical thing; it's also a spiritual thing, and the spiritual dynamics of 
sex are good for your spirit. This is why the Enemy fights and wants to discourage and destroy 
Godly sex, because he wants to control people's spirits and minds and draw them to follow him. 
That's why My children have a very powerful tool in their hands through the Loving Jesus 
revelation, through living the Law of Love, and through upholding Godly sex. They have the 
spiritual weapon of a close connection with Me and each other, the powerful tool of humility, 
yieldedness, and affection, which will help them to stay clean and pure in spirit, separate from 
the spirit of the world. It's from Heaven and carries the spirit of Heaven, and one day the world 
will see clearly and recognize the spirit of Heaven that you carry with you--beautiful, clear, 
simple, loving, giving, humble and yielded. (End of message from Jesus.) (7) 
 

(Prophecy, David talking to Maria:) Honey, the Enemy is going to fight this revelation.  
He's going to try to make folks think that it's a burden and it's a distraction and it's a load and 
it's a weight.  He's going to try to put them under the bondage of the flesh, and he's going to 
try to create some ideal in their minds that they are going to feel they need to live up to in 
order to please the Lord.  But the most important thing to remind them of, Honey, is that this 
is a gift of love, this is the Lord's gift of love, and He wants to use it to make them happy!  He 
wants to use it to bring them closer to Him and to give them what they need.  This is an 
answer to their prayers. 
 Isn't it sad that, although this is something so wonderful and glorious that the Lord is 



trying to give our Family, some of them are going to perceive it as something difficult and 
something heavy?  The Enemy is going to try to distract them and dissuade them and lead 
them astray from the beauty of it, and try to make them see it as something wearisome and 
something difficult. 
 But this gift of love will make their yokes easier and their burdens lighter!  It will fill 
their hearts with joy and draw them closer to the Lord!  Of course the Enemy is going to fight 
it, because he knows it's the secret weapon!  He knows how powerful it is and how much the 
folks need it!  He knows what a valuable tool it is, what a precious gift it is, what an honor and 
what a privilege the Lord is bestowing upon our dear loved ones, the Family.  They're so 
blessed! It's so wonderful!  If they could just see how marvelous it is!  It's not a weight, it's 
not a burden, it's not something to bring them down or distract them or make them feel 
condemned, but it's a wonderful gift of love! (8) 
 

(Jesus:) You must begin by understanding fully what it means to love Me intimately. 
When you love someone intimately, you literally join your spirit to theirs. It has little to do with 
the flesh and physical actions in themselves. You can have a deep, intimate connection with 
another soul without sex. The physical action helps bring it down to a level of expression and 
comprehension you can more easily grasp, but being truly intimate is a spiritual thing. 

When you join your spirit with Mine, we become one for a time. In that time, a part of 
Me is intertwined with your own spirit and you carry a part of Me within you. The Keepers of 
the Power of Heaven (also known as the Blue Beings or Blue Angels), can help to teach you of 
the full power and joy of intimacy with Me. They have become so joined to My Spirit that I am 
in every way their life, their nourishment, their very existence. You each have a blue spirit being 
assigned to you, and if you ask them, they can help to teach you the ways of intimate love with 
Me. This is the first step, and it opens the door to all the power of the universe. 

Call on these to help you open up fully to Me when you come before Me. Call on them 
to deepen and strengthen your desire to be truly one with Me. Call on them to so fill you with 
praise and longing for Me that you can think of nothing else for a time. As you cast aside 
everything else, then we can truly become one. In those moments I cannot share you with 
anything else. 

To be truly one‚ there can be nothing between us-no other desires, no other thoughts, 
no hint of the cares of this life. Learning to do this comes gradually, but this must be our goal. 
We must become so one in spirit that we know each other as we know our own heart. The 
closer you draw to Me, the greater the power that is transmitted. 

If you could only see how mighty you, the children of David, already are! Your prayers 
work miracles every moment. Your actions cut a wide swath through the very center of the 
forces of Satan. He rages, but he cannot prevent it. The minions of Satan already recoil and flee 
in panic at your approach. Only a few dare to attempt an attack on you, and at the sight of My 
seal and the pulsating weapons of life-which to them are weapons of destruction, armed and 
ready for use-they are soon forced to flee in pain, panic, and defeat. 

 
(Question:) What is the seal that You are talking about here? 
 
(Jesus:) Royalty trusts only a chosen few to come into their court and into their 



presence. Those who are allowed to enter the king's court are screened, and when they are 
sent away on business bearing a message from the king, that message contains the king's seal 
so that all will know who is being represented. 

I honor all of My brides who come into My intimate chambers with My spiritual seal, 
which is your testimony that you have been with Me. You have been on holy ground, and like 
Moses, who left My presence and whose face did shine, the spirit world witnesses My seal 
upon you. (End of message.) 

 
This offensive weapon of intimately loving Me could be described as your power source. 

Through loving Me intimately, you channel whatever power is needed into all the other 
weapons of the spirit that you have chosen to be a part of your personal spiritual arsenal. 
Without your intimate link with Me, you are lacking a very important source of power. It would 
be like trying to charge up a super laser using AAA batteries. 

The gift of intimacy with Me creates a wireless charging connection that sends a 
continuous, unlimited flow of power into those weapons. As you stir yourself to reach out to 
Me, desiring Me and yielding your spirit to Me‚ the connection you make with Me releases vast 
amounts of spiritual energy. As you praise Me in utter abandon, I pour into you more than you 
can hold. Your spirit becomes a fully charged source of great power. 

Enemy is always trying to drain the power from your spirit through his many sidetracks, 
attacks, discouragement, and all the rest. Allowing him entrance is like letting your power be 
slowly drained away. Tuning in to these helpers helps to shield you from these drains on My 
power, and seeking their help to remind you and inspire you to spend as much time as you can 
in My arms causes your reserves to be filled to the full. 

Through our intimate lovemaking I am able to fill you with faith and vision. This 
empowers your prayers to accomplish the impossible. This gives you an authority in the spirit 
similar to the King's seal. As you go forth filled with My Spirit, seeking to perform the business 
of your Husband and King, the seal of My authority that is held in your hand causes all of 
creation to be at your command. 

If you will believe, truly all things become possible to you. It's then up to you how boldly 
you will step forth, knowing that you do My bidding and therefore all must obey My will. The 
more time we spend in intimate fellowship, the more your faith will grow and the more you will 
have the authority to step out holding high the seal of the King of kings and commanding that 
whatever I will, shall be done. The legions of both Heaven and Hell are subject to My power‚ 
and the more we become one, the more they know My power is in you. 

Tuning in to the Keepers of the Power of Heaven helps to shield you from these drains 
on My power, and seeking their help to remind you and inspire you to spend as much time as 
you can in My arms causes your reserves to be filled to the full. As we become more and more 
one, your link with all your spirit helpers will grow stronger, permitting them to pour their 
anointing‚ talents, and training in their areas of expertise into you. At this time they can only do 
so at a slow trickle, but as you open to Me more and more, they too will find the channel and 
connection much stronger and will be able to teach, guide‚ protect, and counsel you, and 
through you, many others. 
 

(Jesus:) There is also one who has been a key in your learning to draw close and become 



intimate with Me. It is his greatest joy and his most ardent desire to teach you these things. He 
is the one who started you on the road to these deep spiritual truths. He is so close that 
sometimes you forget how mightily he has been used by Me to bring you to where you now 
stand. He first taught you to enter the dome of My temple, the place of focus on Me. He is your 
David. His burning passion for Me, which surpassed all other things in his life, is what caused 
Me to use him to form you, My children of David. 

I know you don't see yourself as anything great, but time is nothing to Me, and I see you 
as what you are becoming. It was David's love, his intimate, deep, unquenchable love for Me 
that created the Family. It was the power of that love which pulled down the vision and 
anointing for you, and it is his ongoing love and intimacy with Me that continues on a daily basis 
to open the channels and the floodgates of Heaven to bring you the aid and support of 
countless millions who fight for you, inspire you, empower you, and train you to live and 
breathe and act with My Spirit flowing through you as no others on Earth have done before 
you. It's happening, it's coming! It's becoming a reality more and more each day. 

So when you feel you've hit a blockage, or you feel you want more of that unquenchable 
love for Me burning deep inside, call on David, and he'll go to bat for you and do all he can to 
pull down exactly what and who you need to help you to fulfill the desires of your heart and 
make you into all I know you can be. (End of message.) 

 
(Vision:) Wow, I'm seeing what appears to be an explosion of color and light-like one of 

those puffs or explosions they have on stage in magic shows. But it's not a loud, glaring 
explosion; it's perfectly silent, beautiful, and mysterious. It's difficult to explain, but with each 
explosion-and there's a continuous stream of these explosions‚ one after the other-I literally 
feel each explosion inside me‚ like a wave going right through my body. Each explosion causes a 
different sensation in my body-a beautiful, almost orgasmic sensation. 

Now there's a spectacular one! It must be the grand finale, with all these surreal 
sparkles and swirls of colors emanating from its center. It almost looks like the aurora borealis, 
except it's circular and multi-dimensional in nature. I see the shape of someone forming at the 
center and stepping out of this explosion toward me. 

She's beautiful! She's like a swirl of light and color, fully human in form, yet it appears 
that her whole body and form is like a canvas of beautiful colors. Her hair is very long and 
beautiful and full of these same sparkles that emanated from the explosions of light. And 
another cool thing: Swathed around her body are these beautiful long scarves, each of them 
multi-colored as well, yet the colors don't clash with each other. 

Everything about her is striking and "explosive," yet at the same time perfectly 
harmonious. She's laughing and spinning around and around and throwing her arms in the air 
praising. She's very gypsy-like in spirit‚ and definitely has a wild, free spirit to her. 

Now while she's dancing and spinning around, she's sexily and enticingly unwrapping 
some of the scarves from her body. Wow, she's hot! 

 
(Spirit helper:) I come forth from the Wild Wind-from the wild and free Spirit of God! I 

was created from love-from the awesome, explosive power of My Creator's love for you, His 
brides. I have been formed from His great desire for you, and will help you to love our Lover 
passionately and without restraint. I was born from His passion and ardent craving for you, and 



have been given the spirit of wild abandon. Within me beats raw passion, raw desire, and raw 
freedom of the spirit. 

When you call on me by name‚ the ecstasy and freedom of spirit you feel will have no 
bounds, no limits, and no carnal harness. This ecstasy will open your spiritual eyes, it will open 
your spiritual ears, it will free your tongue, it will awaken your spiritual senses and transcend 
your earthly nature. You will be carried away on the wind of the spirit to the center of your 
desire-to our Husband's arms. Here, in ardent and passionate union with my Lover, is where my 
ecstasy and power is created and renewed, and so it shall be for you. Now watch me …! 

(Vision:) Now I'm seeing Ecstasy sexily unwrap another scarf from her body. As it's free 
from her form, it swirls and moves in the air, and those same magical sparkles trail behind it. 
She's approaching me, and now takes this same scarf and wraps it around my eyes, like a 
blindfold. As she does so, she runs her fingertips enticingly around and over my ear, and down 
my neck. Just her touch sends excited shivers through my body. 

This scarf is amazing, because even though she's blindfolded me, I appear to be able to 
see even more clearly than with my natural vision. It's as if everything I'm now seeing is 
heightened in intensity-everything is clearer, more in focus, and more vibrant in color. 

Now she's dancing and undulating in front of me again‚ swirling around, and yet another 
scarf is freed from her form. This time she brushes the scarf across my lips, and now all I want 
to do is say love words to the Lord-intimate and passionate words-without fear, without 
embarrassment, without worrying about what anyone thinks. It seems to have given me the 
humility and power to forget myself and everything else and give Him my tongue in complete 
abandon. 

With each scarf she unwraps from her lovely form‚ she approaches me and brushes or 
runs it sexily over different parts of my body: first my eyes to help me see in the spirit, then my 
mouth to loosen my tongue, then my ears to clear my channel, then my head to clear my mind 
of any thoughts and cares, then my arms to encourage me to lift them and use them in ardently 
praising and loving the Lord. 

It seems that with each touch or exposure to one of these scarves‚ a different part of me 
is released and set free to love Him intimately and passionately. Each scarf seems to have a 
beautiful scent which further takes me away in spirit … until Ecstasy entirely unwraps herself 
and dances in wild, sexy and naked abandon before me and the Lord. Thank You‚ dear Lover, 
for Ecstasy! (End of vision.) (9) 

You may call me Ecstasy, for ecstasy is at the heart of my being!-Ardent ecstasy and 
desire for our Husband and Lover, which I can give you as you call on me by name. Ecstasy has 
the power to enrapture you‚ to transfer you to another plane, to take you out of yourself. It has 
no reins, no inhibitions, no master except our Own Lover and Husband. 

 
  (Jesus speaking:) We are knit as one. Such intimacy has not been experienced by anyone 
before you. I have reserved this especially for the children of David. You are My Bride and 
complete the whole picture of My Bride throughout all ages. I am yours, your Husband who 
wishes to move in you, through you, and manifest Myself in you that the world may see who I 
really am. (End of message from Jesus.) (10) 
 
 



 
  (1) What a Husband and Lover! #3098:53-59 

 (2) Loving Jesus! Part 4 #3030:95-99,101,102 

 (3) Loving Jesus! Part 5 #3031:101-107 

  (4) Loving Jesus! Part 6 #3032:145-153 

  (5) Loving Jesus! Part 2 #3025:40,42-45 

  (6) Loving Jesus! Part 3 #3029:103 

  (7) Mama's Memos! No.12 #3287:21-28 

  (8) Loving Jesus! Part 5 #3031:134-136 

  (9) Art of War Part 3 #3558:199-228 

  (10) Era of Action! Part 1, The #3288:183 

                                                                                                              
 

 

  (Jesus:) Obedience today guarantees that you will be prepared for tomorrow. So 
I’m picking up the pace. I’m telling you to invest in strengthening your connection with 
Me. Our intimate relationship and bond is a very important part of that connection. 
Loving Me intimately is always going to be humbling. It’s always going to be a matter of
 personal choice. You are made in My image, full and complete. 
 
 

afforded you through loving Me.
Use those times of loving Me intimately alone to the full so you can experience and 
retain more of Me in your heart and spirit. Use those times with your partners to partake 
of Me in a greater, fuller, deeper, and more intimate way.
                                                                                                 (ML 3559:395,401)

compare with just a few moments with Me.
Loving Me intimately and really entering into My bedchambers fully in heart and spirit will

 

                         SOME NOTES ON LOVING JESUS

(Jesus) No earthly love or act of love or even out-of-this-world orgasm can even begin to

be a source of great strength in the coming days.
As the days get progressively darker, loving Me will literally be the refuge and tower 
you’ll be able to run to and shelter in at any moment and on any occasion. And in that 
tower-that special spiritual sanctuary outside all your physical senses and 
surroundings-you’ll experience frequent physical manifestations of Me loving you.
This gift, along with being our intimate link and connection, will only be enhanced and 
magnified and come into its full glory and power as time goes on. As the darkness 
closes in on the world, this weapon of loving Me intimately will literally keep you…As 
time goes on and you walk toward being fully possessed of Me and My new weaponry, 
that power will course through your spiritual veins, sustaining you. In those days, even if 
you’re all alone, separated from your loved ones, and lacking in some of the physical 
necessities of life, you will have a very real spiritual means, supernaturally filling and 
sustaining you...where our two worlds merge and you physically realize the power that is



 
 

 
 

Just like in marriage or in a love affair, this is how our lives should be, constantly, 
with lovemaking. When we're witnessing we're making love to the soul. And when 
they receive the  Lord & they have that explosion of joy, that's the orgasm of the 
Spirit! Amen? When we come to the end of our lovemaking with the Lord in this life, 
(we) don't even die, (we) just suddenly explode into the land of the Forever Living!
(Maria: And when you've encouraged or helped a brother or a sister, you've had that 
spiritual orgasm too.) Amen, praise the Lord! (ML 2761: 20, 23,42,48,52)

(Jesus:) I encourage you to just collapse into My arms and let Me take over. Let Me 
give you the strength and the grace and the help that you need. I will strengthen your 
weary body and refresh your spirit and supply your every need. (ML 3033:316)
 

(David:) That word "rapture" is used constantly in literature, especially Old English 
literature, to signify or symbolize the sexual orgasm. They use the polite word 
"rapture" all the time. We have a foretaste of that in the emotion of being filled with the

 

  I have sexual parts, but I also have hands and feet and eyes, and I’m trying to 
fully mold you into My spiritual image. The sexual aspect of loving Me is important, but 
so is your witness to the world, so is your love for one another, so is your ability to laugh 
and take life happily, so is your ability to work hard, so is your ability to stay in shape 
and keep the temples of your bodies healthy. All these things are part of Me. There are 
other parts of you that serve specific functions and you shouldn’t ignore those either, or 
you won’t have as happy and blessed a life. I just want you to be like Me. You’ll be 
amazed when you meet Me at how very balanced I am. ( ML 3559: 341,371) 
 
 

 Spirit! We're filled with His Spirit, we have an orgasm of the Spirit, & we're completely 
taken over by tongues or prophecy or interpretation. It is like an orgasm, you feel a 
real emotional surge! You have a spiritual & physical surge when you have an 
orgasm. It's really supernatural! I don't think science has really explained it, & I doubt if
they can, because it's not just physical. It's almost like a seizure of the Spirit.

(Maria: I think that's why the few cases you do hear of Christians being imprisoned & 
in dungeons & tortured, the real true accounts, it almost seems like their spiritual 
ecstasy & orgasms so outweighed the physical discomfort, that by comparison they 
didn't even really feel it. They were so thrilled with the spiritual & the Lord became so 
real to them.) They were already living in the heavenlies, already living in the Spirit, 
already experiencing the thrills & orgasms of the Spirit!--"Tasting the powers of the 
World to come!"--Heb.6:5


